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Abstract—Robot surveillance requires, in addition to detection,
to make sense of what is happening in a real world scenario,
which is what humans do with contexts. This is critical when
robots have to interact with people. Thus, the main issue is how
to model human-like context to be mapped to robots, so that they
can mirror human understanding. We propose a context model
formalizing its relation with the robot, organized according to
different dimensions of the environment. We then introduce the
notions of endurants and perdurants to account for how space and
time, respectively, aggregate context for humans, and in turn can
help the surveillance from robots. To map real world data, i.e.,
sensory inputs, to our context model, our idea is a system capable
of managing both the robots sensors and interacting with sensors
from other devices. A possible use case is a robot, using the
system fusing sensory inputs and the context model, patrolling
an university building. Our contribution is a modelling of context
that, while accounting for how human represent it, can be used in
robots for surveillance purposes, coupled with a proposed system
for exploiting sensors from both the robot and the environment.
Index Terms—Ontologies,
Surveillance, Sensors

Context
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I. I NTRODUCTION
While robots can be well suited for surveillance operations,
they still present many challenges. One of them is how
they can understand what is happening while patrolling an
area [12]. This requires not only to sense elements of the
environment, but also to understand what they are and how
and if they relate to each other. Humans do so innately
via context, i.e., “a theory of the world which encodes an
individual’s subjective perspective about it” [5]. Context is an
extremely powerful tool for humans [2], since it must be able
to account for the complexity of the world [7]. To address
this issue, a modelling human-like context to be mapped to
robots, allowing them to mirror human understanding [16], is
required.
We propose a model of context in accordance with [5],
which is then organized according to the different dimensions
of a robot surroundings. Furthermore, our model relies on the
notions of endurant and perdurant [6]. In formal ontology [4],
endurants are “individuals wholly present whenever they are
present, and that persist in time while keeping their identity”,
e.g., people and objects, while perdurants are “individuals
composed of temporal parts”, e.g., processes and activities.
These notions can be exploited for building ontologies repre-

senting the way humans use either space or time to guide the
aggregation of their environment.
While humans map their context with the real world through
their senses, robots need to use sensors instead. To do so, our
idea is to adapt the previous work on the i-Log [24] system to
the needs of robots. I-Log allows not only to map sensor data
to the context model, but it also allows the robots to interact
with sensors from other devices.
The use case for our approach is a robot, using our system
fusing sensory inputs and the context model while patrolling a
university floor. During its patrol, it switches between different
context depending on its surveillance task needs, exploiting
both its and the surrounding sensors. This scenario shows
how, depending on which context is active for the robot,
the elements to be recognized change and how the sensing
strategies can change as well.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides our definition of human-like context for robots,
while Section III explains the notions of endurant and perdurant contexts. Then, Section V presents our system for sensing,
expanding previous research. Section IV illustrates a scenario
where our robot patrols a university building in an average
day, and Section VI describes works similar to ours. Finally,
Section VII concludes the paper.
II. M ODELLING C ONTEXT
Consider a robot that enters an office where there are people
doing some activities, e.g., having a meeting or moving in
the office. This office is full with objects, some of which are
devices capable of connection, e.g., thermostates, smartphones
and so on.
Fig. 1 shows the office scenario as a knowledge graph,
representing the context understood by a robot. It is a (humanlike) context since it focuses only on certain elements of the
real world and abstracts to a certain degree, e.g., being in
a meeting and recognizing smart devices such as Enrico’s
smartphone and the room thermostate. Each node represents
an entity, e.g., the office, with its respective attributes and their
attribute values. For instance, attributes of Enrico in Fig. 1 are
“Class”, “Name”, and “Role”, and their corresponding values
are “Person”, “Enrico”, and “PhD student”, respectively. Edges
represent relations between entities, e.g., “Enrico” has two relations: “Attend” for “Meeting” and “Own” for “Smartphone”.

Fig. 1. The four dimensions of context, centered on the subject.

We represent the relation between the context as a partial
representation of the real world and the robot it is centered on
from Fig. 1 as M yW orld =< it, Cxt > where:
• it is the robot on which the context is focused, represented
as an entity with its attributes and relations.
• Cxt is the (real world) context, aggregating different
elements surrounding the robot.
In Fig. 1, the red arrows represent this relation between it
and Cxt, since they link elements of the context directly to
the robot, e.g., where the robot is or the devices that it can
communicate with.
Furthermore, we model Cxt as: Cxt = W A ∪ W E ∪ W O ∪
W I, where:
• W A is the Temporal context, i.e., the context generated
from the question “WhAt are you doing?”.
In Fig. 1, W A consists in the main activities taking place,
i.e., the meeting.
• W E is the Spatial context, i.e., the context generated
from the question “WhEre are you?”.
In Fig. 1, W E list the most relevant location, i.e., the
office.
• W O is the Social context, i.e., the context generated from
the question “WhO are you with?”.
In Fig. 1, W O focuses on the people in the office, i.e.,
Enrico and Fausto.
• W I is the Object context, i.e., the context generated from
the question “What are you wIth?”.
In Fig. 1, W I covers different devices together with
their sensors, e.g., the room thermostate or Enrico’s
smartphone.
III. E NDURANTS AND PERDURANTS
In addition to its components, humans tend to aggregate
context according to two specific criteria: time and space. We
account for this with the notions of endurants and perdurants.
According to [4], endurants are “individuals wholly present
whenever they are present, and that persist in time while keeping their identity”, e.g., buildings and people, while perdurants
are “individuals composed of temporal parts”, e.g., events.
In an endurant context, one could say “I am in the office”, thus focusing on the location; notice that this is still

effective at different levels of abstraction, since it could
also be understandable to say “I’m at my workplace”. In a
perdurant context, one could say “I’m in a meeting”, while
other activities may be going on, e.g., somebody leaving the
office or people working and so on. In both cases the objective
state of affairs of the world is the same, but the representation
is different.
Depending on which element is more salient, the representation of the same real world scenario may change. For instance,
from Fig. 1, Fig. 2 shows that the focus can be on:
• Endurant context: being in the office is more salient,
so the activities to be performed are fixed: the possible
activities are either studying or having a meeting.
• Perdurant context: meeting is the most salient event,
so the possible locations, and their granularity, are less
relevant and may be very different types of locations; for
instance, a meeting may be virtual while a person is in
his or her own house.

Fig. 2. The difference between the notions of endurant and perdurant when
describing the context.

Notice that “HasActivity” and “ActivityIn”, which map
locations in the WE context and activities in the WA context
and vice versa, are not inverse functions, but they link different
elements depending on the saliency of the context. This means
that ActivityIn = HasActivity −1 is not necessarily true. In
fact, in Fig. 2 in the case of endurant context “HasActivity”
maps the location “Office” to both the activities “Study” and
“Meeting”, whereas in the perdurant context “ActivityIn” maps
the activity “Meeting” to many more elements, i.e., “House”,
“Study Hall”, “Classroom”, and “Office”. This shows that
the structure changes depending on the viewpoint, since the
relations do not map to the same elements.
As noted in [6], these notions affect the activity recognition
process, since, depending on which context is active, the elements to be recognized and to be expected change. In addition,
from a surveillance point of view, endurant contexts can be
used during the patrolling activities where the environment
around the robot is more relevant, e.g., checking whether
some objects are missing or some analytics on a room like
temperature. On the other hand, perdurant contexts can be
used for situations where activities to be recognized are more

relevant, e.g., understanding and focusing on specific activities
being performed in a room.
IV. P ERDURANT- AND ENDURANT- BASED CONTEXT
SURVEILLANCE

For our proposed use case, we assume an autonomous
mobile robot, equipped with a system for aggregating sensory
information from the robot and the other devices it encounters
in the building. Since we focus on the sensing part of the
patrolling in this scenario, we do not account for other issues
in the area of autonomous mobile robot surveillance, e.g., self
configuration or optimization and planning of the patrolling
path [17], [12] and so on.
The idea is that this robot patrols the university by moving
around in the building and providing analytics for any location
modelled in our ontology, switching between perdurant and
endurant contexts depending on the surveillance needs. The
analytics depend on the properties to be recognized for the
specific location, e.g., temperature. The robot is equipped with
sensors, described in detail in Section V, and has access to
the schedule of the activities taking place on the day of its
patrol. Once it has checked a room, it produces a report
specifying the environmental parameters of the room, together
with additional notes on activities, people and objects in the
room if needed.
Our scenario starts with the robot patrolling a floor of
the university where there are different types of rooms, e.g.,
offices, classrooms, bathrooms, service rooms and hallways,
where a set of activities can be performed, e.g., meetings
or lessons. We will focus on five different points of of the
scenario to highlight aspects of both context modelling and
the interactions of our sensing system.
1) Occupancy of classroom “A201”: The first stop for
the robot consists in checking whether there are people
in the classroom “A201”, where a lesson is expected to
start soon, as shown in Fig. 3. To do so, it switches
to an edurant context and checks for people in the
classroom. The robot can estimate that the room is not
(too) crowded by checking different sensors in its WI
context and comparing them to the maximum room
occupancy. It initially checks for smartphones, which
imply human presence, but since not every person may
carry around or possess a smartphone, it relies on
other environmental inputs. Thus, it checks for the level
temperature by connecting to the classroom thermostate,
since the presence of people generally leads to a rise in
temperature. Indeed, the temperature is higher than its
average recorded in the past days, when the room was
empty. Also, it checks that the light is on through its
own dedicated sensors, since people would not stay in a
dark room. Once all sensory data are analyzed and the
results shows (estimated) occupancy to be within the
room limit, it goes out of the classroom and continues
its patrol.
2) Broken thermostate in “Lases” meeting room: The
robot comes into the “Lases” meeting room, where

Fig. 3. The case of occupancy as a knowledge graph, showing our sensing
system coupled with the endurant context model.

there are reports of issues with the heating. The robot
checks to be in the correct room by using both Wi-Fi
positioning and the RFID tag of the chairs in the room.
While it understands that it is in the correct room, it
notices that one chair is missing from the room. Then,
its temperature sensor checks for the temperature in
the room, and detects that it is lower than the average
recorded for the past day. Thus, it tries to contact the
thermostate; however, the connection fails and so the
robot sends a report stating that the thermostate is not
working and that a chair is missing from meeting room
“Lases”. Then, the robot resumes its patrol and leaves
the room
3) Lesson in classroom “A201: Now the robot comes back
to the classroom “A201” from 1) and checks whether the
scheduled lesson is actually taking place. To do so, it
switches to a perdurant context to check for the activity
“Lesson”. This leads to detecting additional devices for
the lesson, e.g., the projector, in addition to the sensors
used in 1). By ensuring that the projector is turned on
and that the previous sensory inputs are aligned with
the current state of the room, the robot can report that
the lesson is taking place according to schedule. It then
continues its patrol.
4) Meeting in “Garda” meeting room: According to
schedule, there should be a meeting in room “Garda”.
However, when entering the room, the same sensor
strategy in 3) shows that the projector is off, and that no
voice can be heard. The robot checks for any device that
may belong to people, e.g., smartphones, but to no avail.
It infers that no meeting is going on, since no humans
are in the room, it then turns off the light, either by
actuating or notifying that it should be turned off in its
report, and moves on with its patrol.
5) Night time patrolling The last case of our scenario
is at night time. While being an endurant context, the
environmental parameters change from day time, since
now nobody must be present and all lights must be off.
Thus, the robot patrols by ensuring that these parameters

hold for every room. During its patrol, the robot faces
two particular cases: i) like in 4), a room is empty with
the lights on, so it proceeds to switch the light off but
no alert is sent; ii) in a hallway, the light is off but a
human noise is heard, so an alert is sent, similarly to
[9], so that a security guard is sent to check.
V. W ORLD SENSING
Although the representation of context presented in this
work is in line with human understanding, it must still connect
with the real world. This means that the data collected from
the sensors involved, i.e., the sensors on the robot and in the
environment, must be mapped with the context. The generation
of these abstractions is the key element of our approach.
To do this, we envision a system that collects sensory data
and process them, mapping the results to the corresponding
elements of the context.
A. System Architecture
For this work, we rely on the i-Log [24] system conveniently
modified. i-Log is an infrastructure composed by different
elements seamlessly interacting with each other to move
from sensor data to the level of the contex model. i-Log is
built according to a client-server architecture. The client side
consists in a mobile application for Android smartphones that
collects personal data from the users in a transparent and
energy efficient way [23]. The server side is dedicated to
memorize the data, make them available for future analysis,
and it generally makes the mapping between sensor data and
the context model possible. Its components are the following:
• API system: Enables the communication between the
client and the server in both ways, in order to upload the
raw sensor data and download the context information.
• Sensor data storage system (STB): It stores the streams
of data coming from the sensors in a NOSQL database.
The NOSQL paradigm is best suited for needs of scalability. In fact, the client side can generate a considerable
amount of information, up to 1GB per day per client
instance and both writes and subsequent reads should be
fast. Moreover, Cassandra1 is the best candidate as the
storage engine because of the linear scalability it provides. In fact, it allows for linear scalability by increasing
the number of nodes in the database cluster. This allows
us to increase the number of users without the need of
modifying the server side implementation but simply by
adding nodes to the cluster.
• An entity storage (EB/KB): This part of the system
stores the contextual information as entities, their attributes and their corresponding values. This structured
way of storing the data allows for future queries.
• Service module (SM): It performs the mapping between
the sensor data and the services. It can be implemented
using a distributed computational framework (Apache
Spark) as for the database. This is also due to the need to
1 http://cassandra.apache.org/

be transparent to the system users. Just like the database,
adding workers to the cluster increases the computational
power and reduces the mapping time between streams
of sensor data and the context model. This components
analyzes the streams stored in the STB and updates with
the results of the values in the EB/KB.
For this work, the idea is to design an ad-hoc solution for
the client side in addition to the original i-Log smartphone
implementation. In fact, since humans tend to carry the smartphone with them, it is the perfect piece of technology to collect
personal data. In the case of robots, smartphones are less suited
for the task. In fact, a smartphone is something that requires
interaction with a touch screen, which of course a robot cannot
do. Moreover, in this scenario we could use much simpler
devices other than a smartphone, thus improving battery life,
if necessary. A good candidate is an embedded device, e.g.,
a Raspberry Pi2 , specifically designed to collect data from
the sensors attached on it on the robot. Our implementation
accounts for a communication part in charge of connecting
wirelessly with the server to exchange the collected streams
of sensor data. Additionally, the same wireless interface can
also connect to objects and other sensors and actuators in
the environment to read sensor values from them and to send
actuation signals, e.g, turn off the light (see Section IV).

Fig. 4. System architecture showing client and server.

At the same time, the idea is to adapt also the server side
to deal with the new robot configuration at the client side.
The system should be designed so that it can work with any
stream of data conveniently formatted in the appropriate way,
and also IoT devices. For this specific use case, we propose
to extend the original API part so that it could correctly parse
the information coming from the new client, since they would
be formatted differently from the original implementation
involving smartphones. Finally, this will require uploading the
entities, with their respective attributes and attribute values in
our Entity Base database, while the Knowledge Base stores
the knowledge about the structure of the entities, i.e., their
attributes and relations.
The whole proposed system, with both the client and the
server sides is shown in Figure 4.
2 https://www.raspberrypi.org/

TABLE I
TABLE SHOWING THE MAPPING BETWEEN SENSORS AND THE ROBOT CONTEXT MODEL FOR THE 5 SCENARIOS AS ILLUSTRATED IN S ECTION IV
Scenario

Sensors

Rules

Context Element

Wi-Fi

WE: Room A201

Microphone
Bluetooth

Wi-Fi can be detected here
People increase room temperature, stay with
lights on and talk. People own smartphones.
There is at least a vocal track
Objects have a Bluetooth

Wi-Fi
Bluetooth, RFID

Wi-Fi can be detected here
Objects have a Bluetooth or RFID

Wi-Fi

WE: Room A201

Microphone
Bluetooth

Wi-Fi can be detected here
People increase room temperature
and stay with lights on. People own smartphones
There is a major vocal track. Lessons require the projector to be on
Objects have a Bluetooth

4

Wi-Fi
Microphone
Bluetooth

Wi-Fi can be detected here
There is a major vocal track. Meetings require the projector to be on
Objects have a Bluetooth

WE: Garda meeting room
WA: Meeting
WI: Smartphone, Projector

5

Wi-Fi
Light
Microphone

Wi-Fi can be detected here
People stay with lights on and make noise
In a quiet environment, a noise stands out

1

2

3

Thermometer, Light

Thermometer, Light

B. Robot and Environment Sensor Mapping
By combining together sensor data and semantic representations, we propose to account for the process of the robot
for understanding the environment, allowing the system to
elaborate the sensor information and map it to the elements
composing the context, with the final goal of understanding
the elements of the scenario in Section IV, e.g., “There is
lesson in classroom A201”. The algorithms for the mapping
process are implemented in the modules of the SM component
of the server. Each algorithm uses a combination of sensor
data and semantic rules to generate the output. For example,
consider the first element from the scenario in Section IV,
i.e., “There is lesson in classroom A201”. First of all, the
robot could understand its location using, among others, the
Wi-Fi triangulation thanks to multiple routers in the building.
The next step is to detect how many people are in the room
using the Bluetooth interface to detect the users’ smartphones.
Additionally, this element can be inferred by checking the
temperature of the room using the embedded thermometer on
the robot or read the temperature value from the thermostat
in the room. Finally, as an additional check, the light sensor
can be used to infer the presence of people. In fact, one can
argue that if a person is in the room, the light would be on.
This last element shows how sensory data and higher level
semantic information can be combined together to match the
context elements. Table I shows for every scenario described
in Section IV what are the sensors involved and the semantic
rule generating the corresponding context element.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
As shown in the surveys by [17] and [12], robot surveillance
is gaining a lot of momentum, especially in the case of
autonomous mobile robots. A direct comparison with our
proposed robot is the iBotGuard [9], a security system using

WO: People
WA: Speaking
WI: Smartphone, Thermostate
WE: Lases meeting room
WI: Thermostat, Chair

WO: People
WA: Lesson
WI: Smartphone, Thermostat, Projector

WE: Hallway, Room
WO: Person
WA: Movement

autonomous mobile robots on wheels for detecting intruders.
This system alerts for any unusual activity while patrolling
via an image feed to a monitoring station. It relies on an
invariant face recognition approach for recognizing intruders.
Our main differences with respect to these types of robots is
that we focus on sensing rather than other research areas of
robotics (as mentioned in Section IV). Furthermore, we do not
assume video cameras on our robot, although it is common for
surveillance robots [17], [12]. This is because we expect our
robot to be able to interact with humans controllers to use
cameras in the building.
We are not the first proposing to adopt ontologies for
(mobile) autonomous robots. The main work concerning ontologies in robotics is done by the IEEE RAS Ontology
for Robotics and Automation Working Group (ORA WG)
[15], which is divided in several subgroups to study different
domains of robotics and standardize the knowledge about
them. Among these groups, the Autonomous Robots (AuR)
has been working on developing an ontology for these types of
robots. [11] introduces the fundamental notions and some use
case for the application of this ontology, e.g., mine hunting
and space explorations. [1] discusses the requirements for
the development of this ontology, which is still ongoing, in
terms of robotic platforms, e.g., types of unmanned robots,
subsystems and components, e.g., sensors, system modelling,
i.e., state estimations of autonomous robots, and aspects of
autonomy such as path planning and robot control.
Ontologies are also an important tool for context modelling,
especially in the area of ubiquitous and pervasive computing.
One of the earliest works is CoBrA [3], an agent-based
infrastructure capable of performing several context operations
such as modeling, reasoning, and knowledge sharing. CONON
[19] focuses on the modelling of locations via an upper
ontology and domain-specific ontologies connected hierar-

chically. Similarly, CaCONT [20] concentrates on locations,
by providing different levels of abstraction to describe the
location of entities, e.g., GPS and location hierarchies. PiVOn
[8] consists of four ontologies. The first one describes users
while the second one models services for the users. The
third one accounts for devices and their specifications, and
the last one represents the locations and objects in them.
Our main novelty with respect to these works is the notions
of endurants and perdurants. However, the Mining Minds
Context Ontology [18] models context, consisting in locations, activities and emotions, by organizing it according to
a scenario, e.g., amusement, housework, commuting and so
on, which could be treated either as a perdurant or endurant
context. In addition, several works in ontology based activity
recognition use ontologies to model contexts or elements
such as activities of daily living (ADLs) within smart homes
(SHs) [14]. Context is used mainly for informing the activity
recognition phase, allowing for reasoning and reducing the
amount of activities to be recognized [22], [13]. From a more
theoretical point of view, [21] proposes a top level ontology for
smart environments, and [10] describes an ontological model
for human activity in smart homes.
VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work we addressed the modelling context for robots,
in the area of robot surveillance, in human-like fashion, in
order to help them making sense of the real world. We
proposed a context model organized according to different
dimensions of the environment. We also adopted the notions
of endurants and perdurants to account for how space or
time, respectively, are used by humans as the main criterion
for structuring their context. To account for sensor data,
we proposed to extend the i-Log [24] system for managing
the sensors of both robots and other available devices. We
presented a possible scenario of a robot patrolling a university
building, switching between perdurant and endurant contexts.
Our contribution is a modelling of context that, being humanlike, could be used in robots for surveillance tasks, coupled
with a proposed system able to exploit sensors from both the
robot and its surroundings.
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